**VIBRAPHONE**

Full range keyboard. Wider and thicker bars. Light alloy resonators are highly polished. Full damper pedal. jet black polished frame. Complete with cover and two pairs of suitable mallets.

**TV300**

- Keyboard: 3 octaves, F3 to F8
- Bars: 36 x 10 mm, 37 notes
- Height: 860 mm
- Length: 1100 mm
- Weight: 2100 g
- High end: 860 mm

**TV395**

- Keyboard: 3 octaves, C9 to C8
- Bars: 36 x 10 mm, 37 notes
- Height: 860 mm
- Length: 1050 mm
- Weight: 2100 g
- High end: 860 mm

Available Pitch from A2 to A4.66

NOTE: Specify octave and grade as desired when ordering.

---

**MARIMBA**

Asiam Birch bars are carefully selected for quality and tuned with matching wood. Complete with cover and two pairs of mallets.

**1050**

- Keyboard: 4 octaves, F3 to F7
- Bars: 43 x 21.5 mm
- Height: 900 mm
- Length: 1500 mm
- Weight: 800 g
- High end: 260 mm

Available Pitch from A2 to A4.66

---

**ORCHESTRA BELL**

**1138**

- Keyboard: 2½ octaves, G5 to C8
- Bars: 32 x 6 mm

**1139**

- Keyboard: 2½ octaves, F3 to C8
- Bars: 26 x 6 mm

---

**BELL LYRA**

**1136**

- 2 bars, A6 to A8
- Bars: 26 x 6 mm

**1065**

- 4 bars, F3 to G7
- Bars: 26 x 6 mm

---

**LATIN PERCUSSIONS**

**TIMBALES**

- 7605
- 7613 6/1/2 x 14
- 7614 6/1/2 x 14
- 6045 Stand
- 6080 Black

**CONGA**

- Fibreglass made.
- 1281 5 tumbas, 10 resin, buffalo legs
- 1283 5 tumbas, 12 resin, buffalo legs

**BONGO**

- 7608 Bangs, choice of pearl with finish, plastic heads
- 7609 Twelve wood bangs, plastic heads
- 8504 Bangs with fibre-wire heads
ROYALSTAR MARCHING DRUMS
PARADE DRUMS  include sling and sticks
7303  9" x 13" Wood shell 12 lugs
7604  10" x 14" Wood shell 16 lugs
7605  12" x 15" Wood shell 16 lugs

TENOR DRUMS  include sling and beaters
7634  10" x 14" Wood shell 16 lugs
7635  12" x 15" Wood shell 16 lugs

SCOTCH BASS DRUMS
include sling and beaters
7622  10" x 22" Wood shell 20 lugs
7624  10" x 24" Wood shell 20 lugs
7626  10" x 26" Wood shell 20 lugs
7628  10" x 28" Wood shell 20 lugs

DRUM BEATERS
2822  3-ply felt end, for scotch bass drum
2826  3-ply felt end, for tenor drum
2829  Timpani mallets, 13-3/4" length

TWIRING BATONS
418  18" long
420  20" long
422  22" long
424  24" long
426  26" long
428  28" long

IMPERIALSTAR MARCHING DRUMS
PARADE DRUMS  include sling and sticks
8604  10" x 14" Wood shell 16 lugs
8606  12" x 15" Wood shell 16 lugs

TENOR DRUMS  include sling and beaters
8634  10" x 14" Wood shell 16 lugs
8635  12" x 15" Wood shell 16 lugs

SCOTCH BASS DRUMS
include sling and beaters
8622  10" x 22" Wood shell 20 lugs
8624  10" x 24" Wood shell 20 lugs
8626  10" x 26" Wood shell 20 lugs
8628  10" x 28" Wood shell 20 lugs

TAMA INSTRUMENTS ARE SOLD AND SERVED BY.